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1st May 2020 
 
 
Dear Parent/Carer 
 
Principal’s Update: Week 7, w/c 4.5.2020 
 
I have been really impressed by the efforts that so many students and staff have made to 
participate in the 5k challenge set by @RiddlesdownPE.  As well as being a good reason to get 
out of the house and do some exercise, it has also been a lovely way of “connecting” with people, 
even if only on Twitter. I think one of the main reasons that the idea has captured so much 
attention is because it invites our students and staff to be part of something that aligns them to 
the Collegiate community and it reminds them of how important that is to them. We all miss being 
together, but we should remember that whilst we may be in our own homes, we all still belong to 
the same community. Students should look out for other challenges set through our social media 
accounts and remember what they value about being a member of Riddlesdown Collegiate – and 
if you have not already seen them, have a look at the messages from College teams 
@RiddlesdownC. 
 
Home Learning 
I am pleased to hear that work being set first thing in the morning is helping families to be more 
flexible with their time. At the outset of Home Learning, I suggested that teachers would plan 40 
minute lessons with the intention of giving students a comfort break between lessons. A few 
weeks in, it is clear that for most students, this would represent the top end of what can 
reasonably be done at home in the circumstances. It is probably more realistic and reasonable to 
expect most students to work for between 3-4 hours per day, although some will struggle with 
that over a period of time and some will be capable of more. The most important thing here is 
that, as far as possible, students continue to regularly and routinely engage with some learning 
and that they continue to read, so that good habits are not entirely lost. If a student is not logging 
in regularly or not submitting work that subject teachers have requested, Tutors will address this 
during their weekly phone calls, investigating the cause and offering support where necessary. A 
reminder that next Friday, 8th May 2020 is a Bank Holiday and so no lessons will be set on that 
day. 
 
College VI Refurbishment 
Despite school closure, the Facilities Team has been pushing on with the development of the 
site, adjusting their approach to ensure safe working practices. A significant part of their work has 
been the refurbishment of College VI facilities. The classrooms are now almost complete, having 
been painted, carpeted and with new furniture, lighting and signage fitted. The Common Room 
has also been carpeted and redesigned with new furniture coming soon. Together with the high 
academic standards that College VI is now known for, the superb pastoral care and preparation 
for university and the excellent programme of wider learning and enrichment, which will include 
two very exciting Sports Programmes from September 2020, this enhancement to our provision 
clearly establishes College VI as the place to be for Sixth Form success. Mr Smith, Headteacher 
of College VI, will continue to update Year 11 students and their parents, in particular, throughout 
the summer term. Students should be undertaking the College VI Pre-Course Learning tasks that 
have been uploaded to Google Classroom, both to help them make a great start to new courses 
and to ensure that their brains continue to remain active. 
 

https://vimeo.com/412655924
https://vimeo.com/412655924
https://riddlesdown.org/colleges/college-vi/collegiate-sports-academy-programme/


Student Leadership 
At this time of year, we would usually begin the processes for appointing the College Head Boys, 
Head Girls and Prefect Team, ready for the next academic year. Although we are not in school as 
normal, we still intend to give Year 10 students the opportunity to apply for these Student 
Leadership positions, so that new teams can be established before the end of the academic year. 
Mr Chapman, Headteacher of Aquila College, will write to all Year 10 students in the coming 
week with further details and Year 10 Tutors will also upload information to Google Classroom for 
their Tutor Groups. We have not had an opportunity to acknowledge their contribution in person, 
but, on behalf of the Collegiate, I would like to thank the Head Boys and Head Girls of 2019/20 
for their excellent service and dedication to their roles: Alex Kirk, Olivia Tanner, Lewis Whiting, 
Leoni Powers, Sam Norris, Lucy McMullen, Jerome Rowe, Sophie Hill, Tyler Crawford, Grace 
Eustace, Stevie Norton and Isadora Hugo. 
 
Leadership of Orion College 
I am delighted to announce that Mr Thomas Beecham, Headteacher of Orion College, has been 
appointed to the post of Deputy Principal at The Quest Academy from September 2020. Whilst 
we will be sad to lose him from our team, we know that this a very well-deserved promotion for 
Mr Beecham and we are pleased that in his new role, he will continue to work within our wider 
Trust family. As we are unable to undertake an effective recruitment process at this time, Mr Jack 
Vass, Headteacher of Phoenix College, will also oversee Orion College during the autumn term; 
we shall then seek to make an appointment for January 2021. I am sure that parents and 
students will want to join me in congratulating Mr Beecham and thanking him for all that he has 
done on behalf of the Collegiate community over the last 12 years.  
 
And finally… 
Like you, many members of staff at the Collegiate, including me, are doing their best to support 
their own children with Home Learning, whilst also trying to work themselves at home during 
lockdown. Despite our professional expertise, I can assure you that this is not easy for any of us 
– as a former school inspector attests! Personally, I have learnt more about digraphs and 
graphemes than I ever realised there was to learn. We appreciate that everyone is trying their 
best in trying circumstances, so I simply encourage a maintained positive approach and the 
celebration of successes, no matter how small they may feel.  
 
Yours sincerely 

 
Mr S Dey 

Principal 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-52458237

